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Details of Visit:

Author: BlackShirtPaul
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 12 May 2017 13:00
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 140
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Olina Oriental Escorts
Website: http://www.olina-oriental-escort.com
Phone: 07508538000

The Premises:

Nice, huge basement flat not far from Queensway or Bayswater tube stations. It has got to be one
of the largest escort flats in London, the hallway looks about 3 times the length of a standard tube
platform! Large double bedroom, clean, comfortable. Very Easy to enough to find by following the
directions given by the agency. Easily accessible by numerous bus and tube routes, Safe and
discrete.

The Lady:

She looked exactly like her photos and was drop dead gorgeous.. She is short about 5ft and a nice
handful of breasts.. She doesn't speak much English though..

The Story:

I arrived at the flat a couple of minutes early and was let in, my first view of jessie was in the asked
for costume although she wasn't in it for very long at all.. She kissed me full on with tongue and
wow I hadn't ever been kissed quite like that before.. I got undressed and she led me into the
bathroom and was meant to having a bubble bath but it was empty (she apologized about it and
started to fill it), I was happy as I got to play with her body a bit while it was filling.. The Shared bath
was great apart from nearly slipping over. Dried off and back to the bedroom where we had very
energetic sex and I got to finish with reverse oral which was what I wanted.. I will admit that the lack
of English was a problem but with miming I got what I wanted across... She tidied me up and gave
me a massage which was good.. we spent some time just cuddling and kissing and then we got into
the shower and she washed me completely and dried me too... Helped me dress and I left about 2
minutes to 2 but it was very good.... Would I go see her again - oh yes she was a lot of fun...

Oh I should mention the booking - I tried booking by text and the booking was accepted within an
hour of me texting and they text me to confirm the appointment at 10 am on the day of the
appointment - I was very impressed with the organization of Olina Oriental Escorts and will use the
company again..
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